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ABSTRACT 
This is a sequel to my previous paper concerning the determination of  the coefficients in the poly- 
nomials which define Pad6 fractions, where the coefficients are found by solving systems of  linear 
equations. The present note uses the same models and computer as before, but the computat ions 
are far more extensive so as to reveal more pointedly the effects of  round of f  error in the coefficients 
as the order o f  the system increases. Only the main diagonal Pad6 entries are studied numerically. 
The numerics are achieved using two routines in LINPACK one of which evaluates a condit ion 
number  for the matrix. This is advantageous if  one suspects ill conditioning. In our previous paper, 
it was shown that though the relative errors in the numerator  and denominator polynomials in- 
crease as the order o f  the system increases, the effect on the Pad6 approximant is virtually nil at 
least for the size o f  the variable x and the order n considered. Of  course, ult imately as n increases 
wi thout  bound, we should expect so much contaminat ion due to round of f  so as to render the 
results meaningless. All o f  this is i l lustrated with numerics. Heuristic procedures based on the 
numerical data developed are presented to warn of  deterioration due to round off. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a companion paper to my previous work on de- 
termining the coefficients inthe polynomials of Pad~ 
approximants by solving systems of linear equations [1]. 
In the interests of brevity and to avoid as much repetition 
as possible, we assume that the reader is aware of its 
contents. In that paper, two theoretical formulations 
were given : in one the matrix A = T, a Toeplitz matrix, 
which is not symmetric; inthe other A = H, a Hankel 
matrix, which is symmetric. For the numerics we mostly 
used A = T and an IMSL subroutine (LEQTIF) which is 
based on Gaussian elimination (Crout algorithm) with 
equilibration and partial pivoting, and details were given 
concerning the main diagonal Pad~ approximants for the 
models, e-x, x -1 ln( l+x),  ( l+x) +1/2 and the exponen- 
tial integral. For these models, as far as is known, H is 
indefinite. In this event it is known that Cholesky's 
method and triangular factorization can produce 
erroneous results. Consequently one usually recommends 
Gaussian elimination with complete or partial pivoting 
in which case the symmetry of H is of no advantage. 
As explained in [1], we proposed use of the LINPACK 
[2] routines for solution of the linear equation systems. 
So in this paper we shed further light on the problem of 
getting the coefficients in the polynomials which define 
the Pad6 approximants by use of this package. The same 
models and computer are used as in our previous work. 
In each case, both the Toeplitz and Hankel formulations 
were employed. To be specific, we used the SGECO and 
SGESL single precision subroutines modified to produce 
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quadruple precision. SGECO uses Gaussian elimination 
with partial pivoting to compute the LU factorization 
of A and then estimates its condition. (If the condition 
estimate is not needed, SGEFA should be used in phce 
of SGECO). SGESL uses the Lid factotization of A to 
solve the system Ax = b. 
Computation of the condition umber is advantageous 
if one suspects ill conditioning. The condition umber 
of a matrix A with respect to inversion is defined by 
g (A) = IIAII IIA-11h (1) 
and its computation is based on a paper by dine, 
Moler, Stewart and Wilkinson [3]. Obviously, g(A) 
depends on the norm used. In the latter eference, interest 
is centered on the £1' £2 and £.o norms. In LINPACK, 
the ~1 vector norm is chosen because it can be com- 
puted rapidly and because the subordinate matrix norm 
follows directly from the columns uj by 
IIAII = m.ax Ilujll, (2) 
J 
Clearly the matrix norm is the same for both the 
Toeplitz and Hankel formulations, a fact confirmed by 
our calculations. In LINPACK, a quantity r = RCOND 
is produced which is an estimate of 1/g (A). Thus r = oo  
if A is singular. 
Let 6% (x) be the error in the bk's which define the 
denominator polynomial 
n 
B nCx) = k__Zo bkxk (3) 
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of the Pads approximant. Recall that the bk's are de- 
termined by solving a system of  linear equations. Once 
the bk's are known, then the ak's in the numerator poly- 
nomial 
m k 
A m (x) = k~0 akx (4) 
of the Pad~ approximant can be evaluated, Let 8 m (x) 
be the error in Am(x ) . Under the assumption that the 
errors in x and in the coefficients hk in the given func- 
tion 
oo k 
h (x )= ~ hLx (5) 
k=O ~ 
are ignored, it was shown that co n (x)h (x) - ~m (x) = O(xS), 
s~ m+l .  Thus 8m(X)/con(X ) can be conceived as an 
approximation to h (x) in a sense akin to the fact that 
Am(X)/Bn (x) is an approximation to h(x). In this event, 
we showed that if con (x) / B n (x), the relative error in 
B n (x), is sufficiently small, then the relative error R (x) 
in the Pad~ approximant is negligible. 
The numerics described in [1] confirmed this strange be- 
havior - that  though the relative errors in the numerator 
and denominator polynomials increase with n, the 
relative errors in the computed Pad~ approximants were 
virtually unaffected. The data were somewhat limited in 
that the values of the variable x in the calculations 
satisfied 0 ~ x ~ 5. This conclusion which is x dependent 
held for all the models noted, though numerics were 
exhibited only for e -x, x = 2,5. A natural question con- 
cerns more precise detail on the influence of the relative 
errors as x becomes increasingly hrge. As previously 
noted, if  x is so large that the polynomials Am(x ) and 
B n (x) are dominated by their leading terms, then we 
could hardly expect 6m(X)/con(X) to be a good 
approximation to h (x). In this situation, the truncation 
errors would most likely be so large that the Pad6 
approximations would be worthless even with exact co- 
efficients. 
To examine the influence of  x large, we extended our 
previous calculations to cover the region 0 ~ x ~ 10. For 
the model x -1 In (1+ x), calculations were done for 
0 ~ x ~ 20. See later discussion. In general our previous 
findings continue to hold. However, it must be recog- 
nized that as x increases, so als0 mug n if we are to 
maintain a certain level of  accuracy. As n increases, 
truncation error aside, the only real limitation is the 
number of working decimals the machine can handle. 
In section 2, the above concepts are illustrated with 
numerics. Heuristic techniques based on the computer 
output which warn of disintegration due to round off  
errors are developed in section 3. 
2. NUMERICS 
To illustrate these ideas, we will describe the numerics 
TABLE 1. Modified condition numbers for the mathe- 
matical models, v n = -log10 r n , rn~ 1/g (A) 
n e "x x - l ln ( l+x)  ( l+x)  1/2 
5 7.74 6.32 
10 122.11 13.99 
15 38.89 21.63 
20 57.;20 29.28 
25 76.63 35.74 
5.70 
13.22 
20.80 
28.40 
35.98 
(1+x)-1/2 Exp. 
Integral 
6.32 7.32 
14.02 20.29 
21.70 35.30 
29.36 51.65 
36.78 69.01 
done and present some machine output. 
For each model, the linear equation system was solved 
as already described for n = 1 (1)25. For the model 
x - l ln  ( l+x),  we also used x = 10 (1)20, n = 1 (1)30. 
In each case the condition numbers r which we now 
label as r n became smaller as the order of the matrix n 
becomes larger. It is more instructive to deal with the 
quantity v n = -lOgl0r n which we call a modified con- 
dition number. Then for 5 ~ n~ 25, v n increases in a 
nearly linear fashion with n. For the Toeplitz formula- 
tion this behavior is described for the five models in 
table 1. 
In view of  (5) and in the order of the functions the 
above table, 
Ihkl = l /k! ,  1/(k+1), (2/~r1/2)k -3/2 {1+0 (k-l)}, 
(6) 
(Trk) -1/2 {1+0 (k- l ) )  and k!, 
respectively. In view of the wide spectrum of the 
magnitude of the coefficients hk, we conjecture that 
the problem at hand is ill conditioned for all nonpatho, 
logic functions h (x). Fortunately, as already explained, 
we have a situation where an ill wind blows some good. 
With the coefficients known, the polynomials A n (x), 
B n (x) and their ratio, the Pad~ approximant 
F n (x) = A n (x)/B n (x) for each model were tabulated 
for x = 1 (1) 10,n = 1 (1)25. For the model 
x - l ln ( l+x) ,  we used x = 1 (1)20, n = 1 (1)30. Two 
other columns are computed for each x. The first is 
AFn(X ) = Fn+ 1 (x) -Fn(X ), the first n-wise differences 
of Fn(x ). The second column gives F25 (x) -F  n (x) 
for n = 1 (1)24. The first differences give a measure of 
the truncation error. If convergence is sufficiently 
rapid, it is indeed a useful indicator. Clearly, if Fn(x ) 
converges, as it does for each of our models, then 
assuming F25 (x) exact, F25 (x) -F  n (x) will be an 
excellent approximation of the error. All of this 
assumes that round off errors can be neglected. As will 
be Seen, these data can be misleading when contami- 
nated with roud off  error. In illustration, for the model 
x - l ln  ( l+x),  the data just described are presented in 
table 2 for x = 10. 
Closed form expressions are known for the numerator 
and denominator polynomiah. In our previous work 
for 0 ~ x~ 5 and n moderate, these were employed to 
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TABLE 2. Computation of  the Pad~ Approximants for x -1 In (1 +x),  x = 10, n = 1 (1)25. 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
t l  
t2 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
tg 
20 
24 
25 
An(X) 
S.333333322~33333333333333333333~*00 
1o3600000Q00000000000000000000000C~02 
6.434289714285~142857142e57142843~#03 
4o31057177117777~777171777777566g#05 
3,6q31221818181E18181elelele[3342¢*07 
3,8460756184615384615384615cllgsoQ÷oq 
4.71282~431qSggqgggggggggg8364845G+ll 
6,644181385863529411~46342~73034¢~13 
[.059506E4q31354q4~36842502tOl|14G#16 
1.8856894387053~O228550094826gzo§G*|8 
3.7~567445~66837579698|5412821646Q÷20 
7oqGqS|84q21048047g129707S41O857qC#22 
l°86205Eg342371O163083g136135076gC#25 
4o6q642q834~538£33118004~28695855¢~27 
h2718079337179180571423021SIbO74Q~30 
3.68055S23011383732779866073268S3C#32 
1.1335852615~OqCTgq46468411gq2375Q*35 
3°70222qO]63046666932~60458310~78G~37 
X.278008~OO0288569340792003544957Q*40 
4.649502~qqSq49238628283818144347Q+42 
I°~78114253~I~211602SI0362856gsgbG~45 
7o[35gl~l§lS]Se~1490734662~4722glO+47 
3,34~86|248~595B7754196g~43133822~*50 
4.1~2383221q81~442418087~35~45673~.53 
-3,81850214265980121882149153118020-5S 
Bn(X) 
1.~333333333333333333333333333333Q+01 
~.1600000QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIQ*02 
2.fi17~1428571428571428571428571380*04 
].7~567~$gQQQQQgQg~Qgg99qgggQggI|o+06 
|.$375678§4545~5~5454545454543464Q#08 
1,603i13740307~g2307692307676?g880~lO 
1.9651168sg|ggggggggggggggg3182~3QtlZ 
2,770725394~357647f158823230?Tg336Q*14 
4,41843536333224421052648[2810|I6Q~16 
7o863qOgTlbOlle~27qgqllO329263872Q+18 
I,~4S38482012231q22~25539323734~eQ~21 
3.3238715676796183514751goII71671Q*23 
7.7~538830329367~47971BOTSO?49281Q*25 
l°g§85633217779415633?gg25591483gQ*28 
5.$C38~IOC66877372040988713708485Q*30 
1,~3491~4659371446719320357502460#33 
4o72|~l?T22446glO864~gqllblTqgO26Q*35 
h5439694458946637~244443qo4725~qQ*38 
~.3~97|06611~3689054~804693628478Q+40 
l°g38gq3188143508024121323127gOT8Q~43 
7.4|531~3q4505qq524504316216137530*45 
2,975gO7760827220345345621~Tb3335Q*46 
I,396166~B26~44751862740441625O~3Q~S1 
1.74001895300102224|501~2IO823~OQ+54 
-l°Sg2~3gOeO212249253gg53731834830Q*Sb 
i-1 
1 
2 
3 
s 
8 g 
12 
14 
lfi 
17 
18 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Fn(X) 
3o47826C869565217391304347826081QG-01 
2°635658q|4728682170§42635658qI48Q-OI 
2o4579786C72509845012006!I2202575G-OI. 
2,4|396gqC3~]lTC80875SO8365316171Q-01 
2.402314qCqscg3go§8~1214938E422180-Ol 
Z,3gq128347389340648qS4g~36~48315~-Ol 
2.39824227g~qOSqS4g~lsqg~549422C5Q-O1 
2,39]gg346380~qOOOO99208862843226Q-Ol 
2,3gTg2316100~4486802898636372498¢-Ol 
2,$g~go3214~623|605912~ST~?TglOieG-Ol 
2,397697S387788260621013167263300g~--Ot 
2°391895q~O308~2123~g26~O3|gZ77~61~-Cl 
2o3978qS458@382aO2628828143834308G-OI 
Z,3978g§3258*O4S6129523683i2454gg~-OI 
2,3978952879978§O43~?Q44288549835Q-OI 
2,3q78q527?IS6~O78~2272012~TSO33~G"Q| 
2.3g|Sg$274~486C?6504845140301959G-Ol 
2,3978gs27315718341683358GII~S|33G-OI 
2o3q~8g~272gO138537~7743~237qlqgQ-ol 
2,3q7895272827q5521103964853glO?2G-Cl 
2,3978g~272806869~l|42~23400g~4~-Ol 
2.3g¥Sq$2728008188449583316357564~r-01 
2°3978952127gg~58~Q85~SC654268|]4C-C1 
2,3978gS2727qgo?3363739875846025*Q-Ol 
2.397Eg527229803365288616GbSq3481C-OI 
Fn+l-Fn (x) F25 (x~-Fn (x) 
-8,4~6Q-02 -h08@~'O| 
-1o777Q-©2 -2,3180-02 
"~o401G-03 -6,OOaG-03 
-1,165G-03 -1°607Q-03 
-3.1870-C4 -4.420Q--04 
-8,861Q-05 -1,2330-04 
-2,~88G-05 -3,470Q-05 
-1,03CG-06 -9°81gQ-06 
-~oggSQ-C6 02078gG-Ob 
-§.676Q-OT "7.$~2G-07 
-l=618Q-g7 -~,266~-07 
-4,623Q-08 -6°475~-08 
-1,322Q-08 °1,852G-08 
-3.:784Q°Cg -5°3C4G-0g 
-I,084Q-Og -I,$20G-Og 
-3.1CSG-IC -4°358G-10 
-8,914G-11 -h2§ lO- lO  
-2°558G-11 -3°SglQ-11 
--7.343~-12 -1o034~"11 
-2,10qQ°I2 -2,gQ2Q-12 
-6,051G-13 -8°836C-13 
-1o460G-13 -20785G-13 
-2,8SIG-14 -1,3250-13 
-1°04QG-13 -1o0~0G-13 
apprize the error in the machine-computed values of the 
polynomials. The fact that x was an integer and that the 
coefficients in the polynomials were also integers means 
that the values of the polynomials also were integers. In 
most instances this afforded a way to check the error. 
These techniques are not convenient'when both x and 
n are large, and so an alternative approach was used. 
Now the polynomials atisfy known three-term recur~ 
fence relations which are stable with respect o the 
relative error when employed in the forward direction. 
In general, we found that the values generated by the 
recurrence formulas were more accurate than those 
deduced as in table 2. Denote the values of An(X ) and 
Bn(X ) obtained by the recurrence formulas as A n and 
B n respectively. Then we approximated 8n(X ) and COn(X )
by A n -  An(x ) and B n - Bn(X ) respectively. The errors 
and relative errors in An(X ), Bn(X ), values of 
8n(X)/con(X) and An/B n are posted in table 3 for the 
model x - l ln  ( l+x) ,  x = 10. Also recorded is the 
machine quadruple precision value of x -1 In (1+ x). 
As in our previous work, the errors and relative errors 
in the numerator and denominator polynomials increase 
as n increases. Nonetheless, we observe that for n 
sufficiently large 8n(X)/con(X ) is a good approximation 
to x - l  ha (1+ x). Indeed it appears that the sequence 
8n(X)/con(X) converges to our model transcendent. 
Thus the values of Fn(X ) are little affected by the errors 
in the polynomials, at least for the n and x ranges con- 
sidered. If x is fixed and n increases and if further the 
precision is fixed, then indeed round off errors will 
grow and exceed the truncation error: thus contamina- 
ting the results. Our data shows evidence of this. Let 
V n denote the asymptotic estimate of the error in the 
Pad~ approximant as given in Luke [4] with the 0(n -1) 
term neglected. Then for the model x -1 ha (1+ x), x 
real) 
Vn = _ 2__~ e-(2n+2)~ e-~ = x+2-2(x+l )  1/2 (7) 
x ~ x 
Let E n be the actual error in the computed valued, i.e., 
E n = x -1 In (1 +x)  - Fn(x ). The following table com- 
pares V n and E n for x = 10, 15 and 20 for various n. 
From table 4, for each x and n< 22, the values o fV  n 
and E n are quite near each other to the extent that the 
departure of the ratio En/V n from unity can be 
attributed to the neglect of the 0(n -1) term in V n. 
As n increases the departure of this ratio from unity is 
due to the increasing effects of the errors in the 
coeffidents of the polynomials which comprise the 
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TABLE 3. Values of the Polynomi~!s which Define the Pad~ Approximant Obtained by Recursion and 
l'l 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 ? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1E 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1"1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
13 
14 
|6  
|7  
18 
|9  
2O 
23 
24 
25 
n 
i 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 g 
10 
11 
].3 
14 
L5 
16 
L? 
R 
20 
2]  
23 
24 
n 
i 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
10 
1 |  
1t  
17 
Z8 
L5 
22 
23 
:'3 
Attendant Error Analyses in Determination f the Pad~ Fractions by Solving Systems of 
Linear Equations. The Model is x-lln (l+x), x = 10. 
5.3333335333~33333333333333333333Q~00 
h360~QO~OOO©GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOG*02 
6.434285114285714285T142857142857Q*03 
4.3105777TT777?T7T?77777177777778G*O5 
3.6537221818181818181818181818182G*07 
3.846075618~615384615384615384615Q~oq 
4.T12826431~.ggg.ggg.gqgg'qgg999gQ~11 
6o644181~858~3529411T647G58823529QJ13 
t .OS~50684.31354~4736842105263158G+16 
1.8856~g~3870532G2285~L4285714285Q~18 
3oT0567445666837579686q5652|T3'12Q*20 
7.g69818492104804?~7~O3ggggggggg8G*22 
l.862058g3423?LO16LbL28000OOGOOOOQ~2~ 
4°6.6429854653894021Lg83889635171Q~27 
I°271807533JI783574028841752T/4LgQJ30 
3.6805~523011775T4700078515988362~*32 
I .  1335852614531524570765|83T2,663Q*35 
3.7022290788~371042096sog30051325G*37 
I °2780@884.6~638£8068937584061014Q~40 
4.6494~74639~O3~,7770366155719775Q~2 
Io7780§3.058160764301551261586243Q~45 
7.1305517C87675282722110072023186~47 
2.gg2306239845278700685qgo6s~377gQ*50 
hTl14141505138g168558415772~S413G~53 
5.ggls838305487092184508420511925Q.55 
~n(X) 
g.244463733058732094668694|244077~-33 
-3.2540512340366736973233803317,15G-30 
1035052.869738372ZlOO6487~TO376410-27 
20117226938~66294468~g1759,~32767Q-24 
4.8396269688g~6266687538.44CSL283G-21 
30126653800343302~2615go642671308Q-17 
l°635154~OO9300359462184gg216483Q-14 
701625Q~g49494337~lTq84368367891g~-lO 
-3.g6837,561qO27684LS3934387722984G-OT 
2.I333T44507998630979273002554?OgQ-02 
-l . l lg7606477337103569880127go679gG~o! 
-3.37g301541C8580527827~4366q12842G÷05 
*h~Tll13~13507696725~28LO44006348Q*08 
l.07093gYg36095931634gO2S541~lS62Q÷13 
-8o2316ES3884623865515625OOOOOOOOOG*16 
3.g2oIqZ20919686615093CCCOCCOOOOGQ+20 
-5.¥7555".37570328766271168000QOOOOOG~24 
4..gz4372T?OgG471740946513920000OQ÷27 
4.9667§31~T28145580516O~TST6~Og28~+32 
-5.135~44514@SSTglTb6242457224396gQ*36 
--6.~343gOlI35172355236698535322681G~40 
-9.363~4321L333218523655344glOS4|~G*44 
-3.555550C881425gC5351Gg4365800433~4, 
-2.E6og6~0714680525562246058510060¢*§3 
goEIOC85g]32C85104372723335883727G*55 
%(x)/A 
1°7333369~,,~85122677503801~8~264Q-'33 
-2.39268473CgO~318895O'O720832|g'6Q-32 
2.098,5850Cg25534075SO~47~g16405~-31 
4.gl170104~47373442417061772974]Q-3© 
Lo3LO23G3667333L?b?4240914412880gg-28 
q.68,~gbg575091055172L25023630768G-2T 
3.4695835~$378897004585gg4325~806~--26 
1.078011651~285388326402647100078Q"23 
-3.]45~,6845S|248~2423£4380454622,Q"23 
.l.13L34.143Lg82515924387648674gTE~'20 
-3.G21745861gT~s35T,gOTO2223gEI448G-20 
-4.24013112C21744483G21'70~G544621Q-18 
-7.,QO46T522S8366148818664?OI26S||G-18 
2.2803274~2g~o4,2635052830220'36Q-15 
-6.4724ZEO84e392g14785835'O3gOO87'Q-14 
1.06s~g5335920673gO84458222429594Q-12 
-5o~.4q442gL¥3253aT6gQOO6481324¥61G'11 
|.348~g4q6~363254382029731t21083q~-lO 
3.88632143545gO63L300~85618§68gg3G~08 
-1o10462358 6 L4 3 4 6. 8 .5 6 
-1.1882306833~2.03eog.T~3635620gT|Q-01 
-2.1815,081,610228525L~944316sog65~O0 
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EXACT VALUE= 2.3978~S2727983¥CS44C61943S¥]g651G-©I 
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TABLE 4. Asymptotic estimate of the error V n and the 
true error E n for the model x - l ln ( l+x)  with 
x = 10, 15 and 20 for various n. 
x=10 
V n E n En/V n n 
10 -7 .11( -7)  
15 -1 .41( -9)  
19 -9 .70(-12)  
20 -2.79 (-12) 
21 -8.04(-13)  
22 -2.32(-13)  
23 -6.67(-14)  
24 -1 .92(-14)  
25 -5 .53(-14)  
-7.94(-7) 
-1.52(-9) 
-1.03(-11) 
-2.96(-12) 
-8.50(-13) 
-2.44(-13) 
-9.88(-14) 
-7.03(-14) 
3.36 (-14) 
1.12 
1.08 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.05 
1.48 
3.66 
-6.08 
x=15 
V n E n En/V n n 
10 -5 .51( -6)  
15 -3.38 (-8) 
19 -5.60 (-10) 
20 -2.02 (-10) 
21 -7 .26( -11)  
22 -2 .61( -11)  
23 -9 .40( -12)  
24 -3 .39( -12)  
25 -1 .22( -12)  
-6.31 (-6) 
-3.66 (-8) 
-6 .03(-10)  
-2.16 (-10) 
-7.76(-11)  
-2.79 (-11) 
-1.31(-11)  
-9.91(-12)  
3.24(-12) 
1.15 
1.10 
1.08 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.39 
2.92 
-2.66 
x- - -20 
V n E n En/V n n 
10 -1 .82( -5)  
15 -2 .15( -7)  
19 -6 .19( -9)  
20 -2 .55(-9)  
21 -1 .05( -9)  
22 -4.32 (-10) 
23 -1.78 (-10) 
24 -7.33 (-11.) 
25 -3 .02( -11)  
-2 .12(-5)  
-2.39(-7)  
-6 .74(-9)  
-2 .76( -9 )  
-1.13(-9)  
-4.66(-10)  
-2.44(-10)  
-1.90(-10)  
2.74(-11) 
1.16 
1.11 
1.09 
1.08 
1.08 
1.08 
1.35 
2.59 
- .91 
Pad~ approximants. Note that for n = 25, the values of 
E n are positive whereas they should be negative in the 
absence of round off  errors. This same type of  pheno- 
mena was also observed for the e -x and ( l+x)  1/2 
models. For the case of the exponential integral, in the 
notation 
zeZ fz  t-1 e-t dt, 
the smallest value o fz  used was 1. For n = 25, no con- 
tamination in the Pad~ approximant could be detected. 
Here V n (with order n -1/2 neglected) = -2.37 (-8) 
while E n = -2.68 (-8). Also the (true value -~$n/COn) 
= -4.59 (-8). No doubt, this model would have exhibited 
the same behavior as our other models, but we would 
have had to take much larger values of  n. 
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3. HEURISTIC DETERMINATION OF ROUND OFF 
ERROR CONTAMINATION 
Of course, when one knows exact answers a priori, de- 
tection of growing disturbances due to the errors in the 
coeffldents which define the polynomials in the Pad6 
approximants i  readily determined. The salient question 
is how to proceed in practice to recover such informa- 
tion in the absence of exact data. Here the only source 
of data is the numerics alone. We now show how the 
computations can be used to trace the deteriorating 
effects of round off error. 
Assume x is Ftxed, F the true value of the transcendent 
and F n its Pad6approximant. The truncation error is 
given by, 
E n = F - F n (8) 
which we suppose is of the form, 
E n = An v exp (-Xnr), r<~ 1, (9) 
where A, v, and r are independent of n. If A is the for- 
ward difference operator, then, 
AE n = En+ 1 - E n = -AF n (10) 
which is available from the numerical data. Also for n 
and N sufficiently large, N> n+ 1, we can approximate 
E n by, 
E n~ FN-F  n, (11) 
and this too is available from the numerical data. 
It is readily established from (9) that 
En+l  - exp(-Xrnr-1) [1 +0 (n-h)], h= max(r-2, -1), r~< 1, 
En (12) 
AEn _ En + 1 1 = X_ _ vnr-  1 + 0 (n-g), 
E n E n n 
AE n 
g = max (r -1, -1) ,  r<  1," E - - (1 -e -X) [ l+0(n -1) ] ,  
n 
r = 1. (13) 
In practice, we Fred it more convenient to deal with the 
quantities. 
AEn+I  _ AFn+I  
L n -- AE n AF n , (14) 
FN - Fn+l  En+l  (15) 
Mn, N = FN_ F n E n 
Clearly, 
L n = exp(-Xrnr-1)[ l+0(n-h)] ,  r-<< 1. (16) 
Thus for n sufficiently large, N> n+l ,  L n and Mn, N 
are virtually the same. Further, if r=  1, both L n and 
Mn, y are independent of n, except for a term of 0 (n-l) .  
All of this supposes infinite arithmetic, i.e., no round 
off  error. In the applications, if as n increases, the 
values of L n and Mn, N show considerable divergence, 
then we would conclude that the results are being con- 
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TABLE 5. Values of L n and Mn, N for the model 
x - l ln ( l+x)  for x = 10, 15, various n and 
N = 25, 30, 
x = 10, ¢-2~ = {47_12(11)3/2)/25 = .28802 
n 
10 
15 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
L n Mn,25 Mn,30 
.285 
.287 
.287 
.287 
.241 
.195 
3.64 
-1.07 
.168 
.285 
.287 
.289 
.295 
.315 
.476 
.785 
x = 15, e -2~ = .36 
Ln Mn,25 Mn,30 
.285 
.285 
- .855 (-6) 
.336(6) 
1.29 
1.05 
1.01 
1.04 
.962 
10 
15 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
.356 
.358 
.359 
.359 
.298 
.213 
3.97 
-1.07 
.156 
.356 
.358 
.362 
.366 
.381 
.515 
.780 
.356 
.354 
- .913(-6) 
.392(6) 
1.36 
1.08 
1.02 
1.06 
.939 
taminated by round off errors in the coefficients which 
define the polynomials in the Pad6 approximants. In 
practice, we would expect he L n data to be more re- 
liable than that for Mn, N due to the presence of F N- 
To illustrate these concepts, we again consider the 
model x - l ln ( l+x)  for x = 10, 15 and for various n 
with N = 25, 30. Note that from (3) for n sufficiently 
large, 
Vn+ 1 _ e-2~ (17) 
V n 
and in the absence of round off errors this is essentially 
the same as L n and Mn, N. The data are presented in" 
table 5. 
On the basis of the L n figures, we would conclude that for 
n >/23 the Pad* approximants are contaminated with 
round off error. This is in agreement with our Findings 
in table 4. Further evidence of contamination is afford- 
ed by the Mn, N values. As previously noted, we do not 
expect he latter to be as reliable as the L n information. 
In the above discussion, En is monotone. Now suppose 
that E n is oscillatory and is given by 
En = Any exp (_kn r) cos0, 0= conS+ ~, r< 1, s< 1, 
(18) 
where all the other parameters are independent of n. 
Then it readily follows that, 
TABLE 6. Values orE  n and A2En_I/2E n for 
n = 6(1)12 
n 
6 .75812 991 (-2) 
7 .52009 697(-2) 
8 .36521 607(-2) 
9 .26145 678(-2) 
10 .19025 854 (-2) 
11 .14040 871 (-2) 
12 .07922 335(-2) 
E n A 2 En_I/2E n 
.07994 
.06999 
.06227 
.05610 
.05106 
En+ 1 + En_ 1 = 2An v exp (-Xn r) {BnCOS0 + CnsinS), 
B n = 1 + X2r2n 2r-2 + ... 
Cn = (Xrnr-1 _ v + ...) (cosnS-1 + ...). (19) 
n 
I f  cos0 is bounded away from zero, then, 
En+l  + En-1 -- B n + Cntan0 , (20) 
2E 
n 
or  
A2En-1 _En+ 1 -2En + En-1 = Bn_ 1 + CntanS. 
2En 2En (21) 
But 
A 2 En_ 1 = -A 2 Fn_ 1 (22) 
which is available from the computed ata. Also we 
can approximate E n by (11). Take N and n sufficiently 
large, N> n+ 1 and omit regions where cos0 is near 
zero. Then in the absence of round off errors, we have, 
A 2 
Qn-  Fn-1 "~ 0(nP) ~" 0, 
2(FN-Fn) (23) 
p = max (s-2, 2r-2, r+s-2) .  
Under these conditions, the deviation of the sequence 
{Qn ) from zero is due to neglect of 0 (nP) terms. In 
practice, the Qn values hould be small and change in 
a continuous like fashion. Any pronounced eparture 
from this behaviour should be an indication of the 
presence of round off error. 
We have no Pad~ example with which to illustrate. How-  
ever, consider, 
E n = n 1/4 exp (-2n 1/2) cos(n1/3/5 + 1/2), (24) 
and the data in table 6. 
This confirms the behavior predicted by (21). 
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